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Daystate Regal PCP Air rifle, Daystate Regal PCP Air rifle in .22 (5.5mm) in a

beautiful Turkish walnut stock by Minelli. Made in England. The latest

succession to the Huntsman’s famous lineage, the Regal combines all the

elements of a classic, English sporting air rifle. The beautifully-shaped walnut

woodwork cradles a solidly-engineered – though remarkably lightweight

mechanical powerplant, providing a unique marriage of wood and metal

courtesy of an action that sits lower in the stock to perfectly mimic the feel and

also handling of a traditional hunting rifle. Courtesy of its Harper patent

Slingshot hammer and valve system and Huma regulator, the Huntsman regal is

capable of performance levels hitherto unachievable in a mechanically-driven

PCP. 30ft/lbs power. It features an adjustable trigger and match grade Lothar

Walther shrouded barrel. Huma regulated. Includes magazine, original box and

manual. Excellent condition. R18000.  

Seller Info

Name: Marius Botha

First Name: Marius

Last Name: Botha

Country: South Africa

ZIP code: 0083

Address: 101 Douglas road

Phone: +082 (307) 827-4
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Title: Daystate Regal PCP Air rifle

Price: R 18,000.00

Make: da

Model: Regal

Calibre: .22

Condition: Used

Description: Daystate Regal PCP Air rifle in .22 (5.5mm) in a

beautiful Turkish walnut stock by Minelli. Made in

England. The latest succession to the Huntsman’s

famous lineage, the Regal combines all the elements

of a classic, English sporting air rifle. The

beautifully-shaped walnut woodwork cradles a

solidly-engineered – though remarkably lightweight

mechanical powerplant, providing a unique marriage

of wood and metal courtesy of an action that sits

lower in the stock to perfectly mimic the feel and

also handling of a traditional hunting rifle. Courtesy

of its Harper patent Slingshot hammer and valve

system and Huma regulator, the Huntsman regal is

capable of performance levels hitherto unachievable

in a mechanically-driven PCP. 30ft/lbs power. It

features an adjustable trigger and match grade

Lothar Walther shrouded barrel. Huma regulated.

Includes magazine, original box and manual.

Excellent condition. R18000.
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Email: marius_botha@hotmail.com

Country: South Africa

State/Region/Province:Gauteng

City: Pretoria

Reference Number: GUA211235
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